AXE BRAND
AXE BRAND

POWDER—Contains no explosives.

RAPID FLASH-LIGHT

an interior.

FLASH-LIGHT CARTRIDGES—Sufficient to olla

a
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OPTIMUS” MAGIC LANTERNS se't> ror DRAWING ROOM *n2

LECTURE HALL.

Each Lantern is efficient for Lectures and
Tens sgives

ne

Tubes:

STOCKS’
to

any

Lanterns,

pane

Japanned Metal Body, 21s...

ey nerior

aes

@ms.

..

a.

Superior 1 10 re)

Mahogany outside body
Russian Iron Body, Brass Sliding Tube.

LAMP
of

definition,

For
Particul
Adverti
on
see

The

Photographic combination, wit
ack and
Pinion,
Compound
Condenser of 4 inches diameter, Three-Wick Refulgent Lamp.

ee

Focus

crisp

Exhibitions.

Mahogany outside body, Panelled Door, Briss
Stages, and Three-draw Slidin

andescen t Gas s B Burner,
Incand

our

15s.

Teolight

Tray,

"

Tubes

..

@ n : Hood

Oo
Oo
5

5

0

13s. extra

Either of the above systems in lieu of Oil Lamp, “7s. 6d.

“Optimus”

PRICE

LISTS

POST

FREE.

STOCKS’

Bi-unial Lantern for Tan viehe
and Sliding Tube, £10 10s

PATENT LAMP, 109 candle-power,

HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON,
|
PERKEN, 5 SON & C 2 ‘tosis’
Manufacturer

EF.

B

R

oO W

N

Brass Stages

of

‘

Every

28s.

“* OPTIMUS.”.
Description

of

Trade

Specialities, Limelight Apparatus, &c.

b|

The Stedman- ia Automatic Oxygen Generator PB. b00to2000CF 1
is a complete and perfect oxygen
outfit.
With it Pure Oxygen in
any quantities can be made for
13d. per foot.
PRICE

£6

|:

Os. Od.

Complete with Rings

for making

The finest and best finished Jet on the Market
Price

Oxygen Cakes,
New

Without Noise.

List, Just Ready, Post Free to Any Part of the World.

Dealers and others requiring
placed on the market should

Special Apparatus Manufactured ena
at
write for quotations. Best Work
Low Prices.

F. BROWN, 13, Gate Street, LONDON,

“TRILBY”
toda
wtb
lt
LIMES
areeee
Clement

W.C.

a
LIM

dsGilmer, Paris, are the Sole Continental Agent for the Generator.

AXE BRAND INTENSIFYING CARTRIDGES.
SOLE

35s.

Complete with Polished Brass Tray.

AGENTS:—FUERST

AXE BRAND REDUCING CARTRIDGES.

BROS.,

17,

PHILPOT

LANE,

E.C.

ii.
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ARCHER’S

LANTERN
“IDEAL”

SPECIALITIES.
Che Lantern of the Future.

Lantern.

IDEAL”
Dissolver for Single Lanterns.
Improved Blow-through Safety Jet, 16s. The finest extant, 500 candle-power.
The Cunard Steamships.

NEW
SETS
OF
SLIDES.
Overland Trip to Venice.
New Liverpool.

READINGS,

CINEMATOGRAPHS
=

Photographic

Will show any distance from 1 to 100 feet
from Sheet.
Price

PROPRIETORS

OF

6d.

and

Goods.

each.

SLIDES,

all Apparatus
Illustrated

1s.

for Animated

Catalogue

Old Liverpool.

each.

Free.

Photographs.
Postage 3d.

WORMALD'S
SPECIALITIES.
USE
RENOWNED
MASKS
AND
BINDERS.

THEIR

WORLD-

£8 15s. complete.

Plainer Finish, £6 6s. complete. ARCHER & SONS, 2nd'manuiectarees [1 & 73, Lord St., LIVERPOOL.
Enthusiastic Testimonials from Pavr Lancer, Esq.,
P
The Manchester Camera Club, and many others.

The

.

Dark-rvom

.

Manufactured
They

e

99

y

;
Workshops on the premises.

for trying Lanterns, ete.

are

from

accurately

the Highest-grade

claim them to be absolutely the
Lime ever placed on the market.

66

Lime known

to Science.

turned, and true in the pin-hole, and

most
+

we

durable and perfect
*
*
*
*

“ALL goods guaranteed as represented, and are packed
in air-tight tins or glass cells to suit the customer.

Nottingham

WHOLESALE

ONLY

The

Gncandescent

W. H. ASSENDER
e

“Trilby”

Forest
d

eS,

Hill,

Avtso MaNuractcrers

2

GAS

& Co., Ltd.,
Lime

LONDON,
oF Discs, Pencics,

anp Sort Limes.

ACETYLENE

FROM

Works,

England.
MEDIUM,

Harb

Telegrams: “ Assender, London.”

BAMFORTH’S

opTicaL LANTERNS, &c.| Life Model Lantern Slides,
For complete Catalogue write to
THORN
& HODDLE

ILLUSTRATED

SONGS,

Etc.

The Largest Producer in the World.

1, Tothill St., Westminster, S.W.,
Where Apparatus can
f
always be scen in use.

POR

RA

Detailed Catalogue, 208 pages, post free, 8@New Snpplementary List, 1899-1900, post free. Slides made from customers’
negatives by a Special Wet Collodion Process, giving good
results, even from poor, weak film negatives.
Send negative

for sample and terms.

JAMES
Station

WOoOOD’S

BAMFORTH,

Road,

“SPECIAL

This Jet, which is constructed on the Ejector principle.
has had its internal construction slightly modified by the
addition of a coned head to the central or oxygen tube.
The effect of this is to increase the brilliancy of the
light given.
It is the best Blow-through on the Market
and absolutely safe.

Holmfirth,

JET.”
Spectacle

With Double Cut-off Taps..
Send

E.

for

Wood’s

G.

as

ss

+

Catalogue of Lanterns
and Slides
Hire, post free, three stamps.

WOOD,

Please

mention

£1

11

Sale

| & 2, Queen
this

Journal

6

2100
on

when

or

Street, Cheapside,
corresponding

and

Photographic Price
Lists Post Free.

PRICE,
With Bevel Wheel Adjustment and Lime Shield

YORKS.

with

Advertisers.

WITH

WHICH

1S INCORPORATED

‘‘LANTERN

WORLD.”

Price 2.,
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Correspondence.. 6.

peti itera einen

l

Change

of Address.—Mr.

Brown

Theodore

s+ 13 | has recently opened new premises at 54, Castle
Street, Salisbury

Tas Bie

; so

and

workrooms,

re

that

he

now

under

offices

has

one

stores,

We

roof.

understand that dark-rooms, fitted with electric
light,

NOTICES.

water,

are

etc.,

open

for the

use of

amateurs.
Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic

THE

Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price Two

Pence,

and may be obtained

from all Newsvendors,

pelley Mews Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from

the

Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—

12 months, 3/-.

~

words, 1d.

Rontgen

~

~

:

:

Society.—This

é

society

has

' now made its headquarters 20, Hanover Square,
W., having

United States, 75 cents.

Exonaner Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words, 6a.; and for every 3 additional

The

;

lately

removed

~

~

from

11,

Chandos

Street, W.
|

Strange

'

Cylinder

-_

at Detroit.—

Explosion

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not | Mr. C. Ernest, who is a manufacturer of oxygen

ister than ame at peste me og af seek month, a
payable
made
orders
cheques
to be enter.
and postal
Magic Lantern
Journal
y'
Company,
EDITORIAL

J. HAY

communications

TAYLOR,

must

be

Advertisements and

to the
addressed,

business

gas, received an order for two cylinders from

a

These were delivered in due
certain church.
course, but the church folks not wanting them
for

i

diat

or Immediate

laced th

use, piace

:

em. Ina, Spare room

LANTERN | Close to that part where a heat radiator was
MAGIC
to THE
communications
JOURNAL COMPANY, Limited, 9, Carthusian | fitted.
Immediately beneath this room is the

Street, London, E-C.

furnace for heating the building, so that the

American Agents:—The International News Oo., 83 | Cylinders

and 86, Duane Street, New York City.

boiler.

were practically lying above
the
In the early morning, owing to an

30

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

unusual sound being heard, investigations were
made which disclosed the fact that one cylinder
had burst the bottom out, made a hole communicating with the upper and lower rooms,

besides other damage.
The church folks want
to lay the blame on the gas maker.
*-

bead

Stocktaking

Sale.—Messrs

& Co.

1st inst.
oo

>

cd

Marion

announce that their annual stocktaking sale
will be held from the 5th to the 17th inst.
Catalogues of clearance lines from photographic
and fancy departments are to be ready on the
Prizes

for

>

Cinematograph

Projectors.—

Binding Slides.—A useful hint was given
The Prince of Monte Carlo some time since
some time ago by Mr. Andrew Pringle. It is
arranged a competition among cinematographers
to use a thin tough paper for binding lantern
with the idea of encouraging and developing this
slides, and when dry, to dip the edges of the
new branch of photography.
The prizes, of
slides into a strong solution of shellac in
which there were eleven, were personally awarded
methylated spirit. The resinous coating does
during the last few days by the Prince to the
much to prevent the inevitable wear and tear of : successful competitors at Monaco.
Demeny’s
paper-bound slides.
chronophotograph
machine,
made
by
L.
bead
ae
ee
Gaumont & Co., came off with flying colours in
Sham

War

Cinematograph

Films.—A

this competition,

as

nine

of the prizes

were

obtained
by competitors
possessing
this
apparatus with which they had taken their
successful pictures. The machine is better
known in this country under the abbreviated
title of ‘‘ The Chrono,”
ee
*
~
common sense; for instance, in one film we
have heard about, there is a hand-to-hand | Transvaal in War and Peace.—Up to
the present, Messrs. York & Son have issued
encounter between
Boers
and British, all
lantern slides of 100 subjects pertaining to
realistic in its way, but the effect is somewhat
spoilt by reason of the fringe of an audience ' Transvaal war incidents. These slides are for
the most part reproduced, with special perappearing on the picture occasionally.
Thus,
mission, from illustrations which have appeared
when one sees gentlemen with tall hats, accomin the high-class illustrated papers.
A reading
panied by ladies, apparently looking on, common
has been prepared which brings the subject
sense would at once pronounce the film of the
as far as possible up-to-date. As new incidents
sham order.
The same may be said of films
occur the subjects are added to with the
showing soldiers lying and firing from behind
usual promptitude for which Messrs. York &
‘‘earthworks,” composed of nicely arranged
Son are noted. A set of 50 slides (Transvaal
straw.
in Peace) from direct negatives by Mr. Neville
~
ca
me
P. Edwards is also issued, with reading by the
‘‘An Evening with Great Musicians.’—
same firm.
About nine-tenths of the notifications of lantern bead
ee
od
lectures which we have lately received, have |
Warm
Tones on Slides.—At
a recent
alluded in some way or other to the war. It is,
meeting of the Royal Photographic Society,
therefore, refreshing to receive an announceMr. W. B. Ferguson,
Q.C., described an
ment of a lantern lecture on a subject of a
original process for toning lantern slides which
totally different and more elevating character.
is so surprisingly easy, gives such charming
Recently Mr. H. L. Fulkerson gave an excellent
colours, and has every assurance of permanency,
lecture at Richmond, entitled “An Evening - that every slide maker should turn his attention
with Great Musicians,” which was illustrated
to it. Three solutions are required, viz :—a,
by lantern views, songs, and instrumental solos.
10 per cent. potassium citrate; b, 10 per cent.
_ copper sulphate; c, 10 per cent. ferricyanide
baad
ee
bad
| (red prussiate) of potassium. These are mixed
Royal Photographic Society.—Mr. T. R. ' in the order
given, thus :—a, 50 vols. ; b, 7 vols. :
Dallmeyer has been elected president of the
6, 6 vols.
The
slides which have been
Royal Photographic Society. He succeeds the ! developed in the
usual way to a black tone and
Earl of Crawford.
Mr. Dallmeyer has, as
to the usual density (for the process does not,
everyone knows, a world-wide reputation in
as does uranium toning, intensify the image
connection with optical instruments of the
appreciably) are fixed and thoroughly washed.
highest class.
On immersion in the above bath they pass fairly

correspondent asks us how he is to know real
from sham war films, seeing that several subjects are made up at home from life models ?
The subject lends itself so well to life model
work that one has to a great extent to rely on

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic

GENERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS.

his own

apparatus,

very moderate terms.
—Address,

in town

or country,

OLOUKED

coloured slides;

or exchange

Reference, Editor of this Journal.

Ca
Wrench’s, Locke’s jet, 17 films,
many 70 and 80 feet; good condition ; cheap.—
Moody, Bell & Son, Colonnade, Cheltenham.

A

ANTED, addresses of lantern slide makers; good
orders can be placed.—Lists, ete., to Slides, c/o
Optical LANTERN JOURNAL.
:

72,

slides.—6

Queen

of tne Earch, 4 Holy

STEDMAN-BROWN oxygen generator for sale;
new this year; only been used three times; price

lenses, 4 in. double condensers, patent centering movcments, double curtain shutter, special cut-off dissolver,

patent
(aluminium) registering runners, and many
other improvements; price £15 to immediate purchaser;
seen by appointment.— Apply, H. G. W., c/o Editor.

BOER
WAR!!!
Including all latest Events, well-painted Slides, 8d. each; or
the Set can be had on Hire. A quantity of good Second-hand
Coloured Slides to clear at 44d. each, including Keligious,
Temperance, Comic, Effects, Mottoes.
Lisrs FREE.
xr. XK. WING,
CHATTERIS,
CAMBS.

CRIPTURAL
slides;
beautifully
coloured
in a
delicate and artistic manner;
Hoffman's, Tissot's,

and other great masters’ designs ; prices on application ;
any slide coloured to order; best work only.— Wilkinson
& Co., 15, Holmeside, Sunderland.

Slee no heed ; you know now that my work is good.
Why hesitate? Send 12 stamps for specimen
slides made and coloured ;12 years’ experience.—M. A.

le
|

(Established 1859).

fede aes slide painting done to order by Wilkinson & Co., artists and opticians (Established 1859).

Millwood, 3, Ashbrook-road, N.

Wet plate

IFE of Christ.—Scripture figure studies (Newton &
Co.), cheap for cash, 12 Easter subjects; also
several pairs high-class effects.—Write, G., 16, Wood-

prints, or objects.—15, Holmeside,

collodion

slides

from

any

size

negatives,

Sunderland.

flBoat cinematograph, lantern, F. B. jet, and tripod,
£6, cost £15; Brier's hydrogen regulator ;new, 12s. ;
slides cheap.—Heaton, West-street, Blackpool.

Waltbamstow.

AND

THE

LECTURE, “ THE

TRANSVAAL

TRANSVAAL

WAR.

OPTICAL LANTERNS AND SLIDES OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY ONLY.

PLAIN

SLIDES,

1s.

EACH.

Bombardment

of Lady-

161. The 4:7 Naval Guns in action at
Colenso.
162. The Colonials’ first Great Chance

Kayonets to repel Bocr Attack.
177. Heliographing a Message from

Colonial Prisoners of War and
Civilians are kept in Custody.

189. The

the Hoofd Laager.
on
Advance
164. General French's
Colesberg.
Field
in
Yeomanry
165. Imperial
Equipment,

General French's Cavalry on the
Orange Free State Border near
Colesberg.

Battery.

Field

Piece, Boer

75

Juimber

drawing

berg—Sending up Ammunition
for the Guns on Coles Kop.
194. Kruger’s Nightmare (Comic).
ye
This List will be added to.

)
H
1
|
i
'

GENERALS.

Portrait of Lord Roberts.
Lord kitchener.
i

164. For

England's Honour— Transports leaving Southampton
Artillery
Royal Canadian
185. he
passing through the Streets of
Ottawa.
of the Yorkshire
186. D Company
Zealanders
Regiment and New
repelling an attack of the Boers
retuge in a Bocr Trench.
173. Our Men waiting in a Garden at
near Colesberg at the point of
Colenso for Ammunition.
the Bayonet.
New Detailed I|lustrated Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides, 6 stamps.

at Stormberg.
of the Remount Depart170. A Corner
unent, Maritzburg.
171. Ist Battalion Royal Dublin Fusiliers at Maritzburg.
of “The Queen's” taking
172. Men

THE

where

192. Hauling the Guns up Coles Kop.
193. With General French at Coles-

66th

Mellimetre
Gun
and
(Creusot).
183. Col. Pilcher’s Colonials
the Enemy's Fire.

Waggon crossing the Veldt.

Pretoria

180. The Gun of the
saved by Captain

Mellimetre

169. Bird's-eye View of the Operations

at

190. Headquarters of General French
at Rensburg.
191. A Reconnaissance in Force with

Schofield and
the late Lieut. Roberts.
Chamberlain”
“Joe
181. Naval Gun
Scott's PositionCaptain
with
Carriage after tiring 10 Rounds.
182. Boer 37 Mellimetre Gun, Boer 75

166. Prince of
Wales inspecting the
Imperial Yeomanry
at Albany
Street Rarracks.
167. A Boer Shell that fell close to an
Officer left in Camp.
168. Sir Redvers Buller’s ‘Transport

Jail

Ladysmith—The Heliograph is
stationed at Maiden’s Castle
178. The Royal Engineers building a

Pontoon Bridge over the ugela.
179. Maxim Gun Detachment of the
Natal Police Field Force.

clever Attack on
—Col. Pilcher’s
Sunnyside Kopje.
163. General Joubert at Breakfast at

9d.

A Resting Place of Friend and
Foe—Graveyard at Dundee
Prisoners in Ladysmith
188. Bocr
Jail.
187.

Infantry in the ‘Trenches fixing

160. Mclton Prior's sketch (facsimile)

WAR,”

at Newcastle.
Ladysinith—'The
cover.
Ladysmith—The

174. Group of Boers
175. A Warm Day at
Gordons taking
176. The Assuult on

from outside bringing
158. Runner
news to Ladysmith.
159. Night Signalling with the Searchlight from an Armoured Train.
ot the
smith.

sell

I-UNIaL lantern. - 3 special jets, 2 sets of double
(6 in. and 9in.), 1 10 in. single achromatic front

JOURNAL.

\

THE

1s. each;

4 guineas; cost £6; some oxygen cakes included.—
Apply, Mr. O. Walker, clockmaker, Mildenhall, Suffolk.

Wa
complete sets of lantero slides, secondhand, in good condition for hiring out trade.—

land View, Hale End-road,

cost

for others.—Hughes,

City, 7 Better Land, 3 Ora Pro Nobis, 9 Bethlehem,
36 Life of Christ, 12 St. Paul, 12 Prodigal Son; sell
5d. each, worth 1s. 6d. each.—F. Guy, 29, Low Chare,
Chester-le-street, Durham.

on

Optics, 13, York-street, Walworth, London.

Addraas, Optical, c/o OpTicaL LANTERN

war.—80

6d. each,

Biddu) ph-street, Leicester.

PROFESSIONAL lanternist and cinematographist
of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without

OER

|
i

iii.

Enlarger.

TRANSVAAL

WAR

33

Gen. Warren.

5
45
*
He

Ma).-Gen. Lyttleton.
Col. Plumer.

i
6

Gen. Kaden-Powell.
Gen. Methuen.
Gen. Gatacre.
Gen. Sir Redvers Buller.
Maj.-Gen. Babington
Lieut.-Gen. French.
Maj.-Gen. Hildyard

FUND.

By special arrangement with the “Daily Mail,” Lantern Slides of Kipling’s War Poem, “ THE ABSENT-MINDED BEGGAR," and
IN KHAKI," are published by Messrs. NewTon & Co., at 5s. each; 4s. of
Caton Woo dville’s Llustration, “THE GENTLEMEN
this amount will be paid to the
“DAILY MAIL" WAR FUND.

Messrs.

NEWTON

&

CO., of 3, Fleet
ofthe

Street,

“Illustrated

London,
London

have
News”

the
and

sole

right

‘‘Sketch,”

to make
&c.

Slides

from

Pictures

iv.
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GENERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS.— Continued

AR efiects.—Grand new effect sets in finest work:
new designs, new movements, novel and startling
changes; send for list—Edmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

ORTIE from Ladysmith and destruction of the
Boer gun ‘‘Long Tom”’; four slides, entirely new.
—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
Noe
gun at Ladysmith.—Firing the gun, Shells
bursting, Great shell bursts (wounding Lieutenant
Egerton) ; three slides, original and novel.—Edmund H.
Wilkie, as below,
ia -POWELL at Mafeking.— Boers attempt to
rush the trenches, but are defeated with great
slaughter, Shells burst in the air, A continuous fusillade
from Maxims across the whole picture; brilliant and
effective; three slides. —Edmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

Be
crossing tne ‘Lugela at Potgieter’s Drift—a
marvellous effect; three mechanical slides, having
eight movements.
Send for particulars in best handpainting ; unique, original, and quite new.—Edmund H.
Wilkie, as below.
Saas
with Ladysmith by searchlight—a
beautiful and telling effect; two slides with three
movements; just invented, and now offered for the first
time. Send for list of war effects. Edmund H. Wilkie,

WILLIAMSON’S

inematograph Film Vos,
th

BRIGHTON.

TELEGRAMS :
“FILMS, B&IGHTON.”

!

Crade
Work.

«we

GUPAVING

now greatly
“*«
increased facilities in
larger premises, improved
machinery, and a
assistants trained

staff of
to the

work,

J. WILLIAMSON
is prepared to develop and
print for the trade in any
quantity, and to

TRIAL ORDER
SOLICITED.

Guarantee

the Quality.

as below.

aa
H. WILKIE desires it to be distinctly
understood that these effects are produced by the
identical artists who formerly painted the grand dioramic
and mechanical effects for which the late Royal Polytechnic was so celebrated; no trouble or expense is
spared in their preparation, and at the present time
their value to public exhibitors cannot be cxageerated.
Send for list of war effects—Edmund H. Wilkie, as
below.
ONDERFUL

genre

studies;

many prize medals ;

the finest series of flower studies in existence,
beautifully worked up in colours; snow scenes, cloud
studies; all in the finest work at ordinary prices; lists

free.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
YPECIAL effects” for single lanterns. —Kdmund H.
Wilkie, as below.

OLAR™ mixed gas hign-power jet, the ideal lantern
jet, the most powerful and perfect jet yet produced for use in single, bi-unial or triple lanterns ;
send for illustrated descriptive circular.—Edmund H.
Wilkie, as below.
HO'LOGRAPHS worked up in o11 colour, water
colour, pure varnish colours, or by the beautiful
American process at most reasonable prices; the best
work only; slides prepared by photography or hand
painting from negatives, drawings, prints from nature,
or from written or verbal description ; every class of
mechanical movement supplied or invented for special
purposes;
see tesimonials.- Kdmund H. Wilkie, as

TilustratfadTit 0Films onisPopplitations
PostaL

56, WESTERN

RD.,

No connection with any

ADDRESS:

HOVE,

BRIGHTON.

other firm in Brighton or London.

SANDS, HUNTER & Co.,
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns,
NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.
Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate.

20, Oranbourne &t., Leicester Square, London, W.0.

BOUND YOLUMES
THE

OPTICAL

below.

ILKIE’S
results

improved triple und other fanteros, the
of a quarter of a century's practical

experience; send for illustrated descriptive pamphict.—
Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
ILKIE’S “Solar” flint limes are made with the
\
greatest care, are accurately turned and drilled,
and

composed

of selected

magnesian

limestone;

mention

this

Journal

—st

the

finest extant ; ordinary size, 2s. 9d. per dozen, post free ;
large size, 14 inches in diameter, a noble lime, per half
dozen, 2s. 3d. post free, packed in air tight tins; lanternists once using these magnificent limes will use no
other.—Edmund H. Wilkie, 114, Maygrove-road, West
Hasyn, London.
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quickly

from

black

through

all

shades

of

Wanted

warmth to red. The high lights are not stained
or otherwise coloured by the process, and the
operation is arrested at any: desired stage
merely by washing in water. The tones are
more
pleasing than those
obtained
-with
uranium,

and there is every reason

By

For

Polishing

Bd

new form of'‘hand camera, of which
class there is an abundance, if not

to believe

a

Cover

Glasses.—There

is,

says Mr. F. W. Cooper, in the Photogram,
nothing better than a piece of chamois leather
or velveteen stretched over a board (2 feet by
5 inches by 2 inch) and tacked to the under
side, a piece of stout twill being interposed
between the board and the velvet. The glasses
having been cleaned and merely drained, can
ba very quickly and perfectly polished by
rubbing up and down the leather or velvet
surface.
The board has the advantage of
obviating any risk of cutting the hands or
breaking the glasses as when polishing is done
with a duster and the glass held in the hand.
oe

ed

Baad

a Camera.

T. PERKINS.

AMERA makers seem to spend all
their ingenuity in inventing some

that they are permanent.
The materials, it
may be added, are very inexpensive.
&
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superabundance,
already, while

on

the

market

there is a form

of

camera which certainly I have never
met with or seen advertised in any
dealer’s list which would be an inestimable
boon to many photographers, and which ought,
if it were put on the market at a reasonable
price, to have

a very

large

sale.

a

I mean

stand camera with all the movements—rising

front,

swing

accustomed

back,

etc.,

to

which

we

are

in modern stand cameras, but of a

small size ; one in fact that would take plates a
quarter of the size of a half-plate, or 34 by 2§
inches.

The primary use of sucha camera would be the
production of negatives from which lantern
slides could be made by contact. The making
of slides by contact has several advantages over
the process of making them by reduction.
The
most evident advantage is that they can be

A Hint for Lanternists.—The addition of
camphor to the oil has often been recommended
thus many
light, and
made by artificial
as giving increased brilliancy and whiteness to
photographers, whose days are fully occupied by
the light. Monsieur G. de la Turetiére has,
other matters, and whose evenings only are free,
however, recently recommended
acetate of
can make lantern slides in the winter. Again, it
amyl in place of it. Amyl acetate is an
is well-known to anyone who has made many
extremely inflammable
liquid—though
not
slides, that by varying the
dangerously so—and burns with a brilliant
intensity of the light
flame. The proportions suggested are 1 part of
the acetate to 4 parts of oil. It may be added
very different results may be obtained; or to put
that the odour of amyl] acetate when diffused in ; the matter in another way, by varying the
the air is very agreeable, resembling essence of intensity of the light good slides may be made
jargonelle pear, and serves to disguise the often
from negatives of very different characters.
A
unpleasant smell noticeable when an oil lamp is
bright clear slide may be obtained from a thin or
being used.
forgy negative by reducing the light, and a soft
cd
oe
bod
slide from a hard negative by increasing it.
An.

Opaque

Screen.—
M.

Molteni,

in

Helios, gives the following instructions for
making an opaque screen.
Prepare a mixture
of gum arabic (1 part), powered magnesia (4
parts), and water 80 parts. In this, soak your
cotton or linen sheet. On drying it has a matt
and very reflecting surface.
In place of
magnesia, whiting can be used. If the screen is
to be a fixture, all that is necessary is to stretch

it on a wooden frame.

[If it is to be rolled, the

upper edge must be nailed to a stout roller, and
the lower to a heavy curtain rod. The mixture
for the roller screen should contain a little
glycerine to give the fabric the necessary
suppleness and to prevent the pigment scaling
off when the screen is rolled and unrolled.

When a slide is made by contact it is easy

to increase or diminish the light to almost any
extent by varying the distance of the printing
frame from the gas burner or paraffin lamp;
whereas when a slide is made by reduction,
although by stopping down the copying lens
the light may be reduced, it is impossible to
increase it beyond a certain limit determined
by the largest aperture that the lens has. If

the lens is one provided with a stop of {, and
sufficient sharpness can be got when this stop

is used, it must be remembered

that there is a

considerable increase in the working focal length
of the lens owing to the fact that the negative
is brought somewhat close to it, and the lantern
plate much beyond the principal focus, so that
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the lens is not. working at { but» something
considerably less.
In the case of reducing from a half-plate negative so that its length would be just included on
a lantern plate, the nominal stop £ would be
really equivalent to one of only ;4. This, then,
is about the maximum intensity that can be
obtained, and

it may happen,

especially on a

dull day, that the illumination thus afforded is by

no means sufficient for some negatives. Again,
another advantage of making slides by contact
is that negatives of a small size only are
required. Thus the weight to be carried, and
the cost of materials and apparatus, are both
reduced,

and

even where

are of no importance,

these considerations

the possibility of using

shorter focused lenses to embrace the same
angle is a manifest advantage; for with the
same relative stop the short focused lens has
much greater depth of focus, hence ifa 3 inch
lens instead of a 6 inch lens can be used owing
to the small size of the plats on which the
negative is being taken, larger stops can be
employed and shorter exposures given.
The smallest sized camera generally employed’
for negative making, even by those whose aim
it is to produce lantern slides by contact, is a
quarter-plate, although I believe that some
photographers use a 31 inch
square

camera.

It is manifest that the whole area of a quarterplate cannot be reproduced on the slide, and
unless a square-shaped picture is to be shown
on the screen some parts even of the 34 inch
square negative cannot be utilised.
I measure
the opening of the rectangular masks that
T find most generally useful.
It is 2.9 inches
long and 2 inches wide, that is to say,
it is a little less than the size of the
plate that the camera which I wish to see on
‘the market would take. This sized negative
then would be amply sufficient for the production of slides by contact.
Some precautions
would have to be taken in printing to get the
best results; a card 41 by 31 inches with a
central aperture of 31 by 28, on one face of which
a mask with aperture 3 by 2.1 should be pasted
could be laid in a quarter-plate printing frame
furnished

with a plain glass, the side on which

the mask is, being put'next to the glass. In the
aperture of the card the negative could be
placed, and on this the lantern plate could be
laid and would be held firmly in place if across
the back of the card two strips of thin card
were pasted leaving a space of 34 inches
between them. ‘The back of-the printing frame
being closed in thé usual way, the exposure

could be made without any danger of fogging
from light getting round the edges of the small
negative to the sensitive film behind it. I
recommend a quarter of a half-plate in preference to the half of a quarter-plate, because
I consider the proportions better, as if necessary
a mask with a slightly wider opening than
that indicated above might be used.
The small camera should be capable of
racking in to 2 inches and extending to about
8 inches, or if possible rather more.
Two
doublets of 2 inch and 3 inch foeus would
probably be sufficient for use, as if these were
anastigmatic lenses they would cover the
plate sharply to the edge with an aperture of
~ or i, and on account of their short focus
would even at these apertures possess
a
considerable depth of focus, and where longer
focused lenses were necessary,
the
front
combination could be removed and the back
one used as a single lens with focal lengths
of 4 and 6 inches respectively ;the additional
2 inches to which the camera would extend
would allow of objects near the camera being
photographed, even when the
6 inch single ©
was being used. The double backs for this
camera might be very simple in construction.
There would be no need for flexible shutters, as

the area of the shutter when drawn would be so

small, that it would neither be in the way nor
be liable to catch the wind and set up vibration

in the camera.

The shutters therefore might

be made of metal and the backs thin, so that a

dozen carrying in all 24 plates would occupy
but little room.
In fact the whole kit—camera,
two lenses, exposure shutter, and twelve double
dark slides—would occupy but little space and
would not weigh many pounds.
One thing
connected with the camera, however, should not

be reduced in size and thatis the tripod. It does
_ not follow that a large camera requires a taller

tripod than a small one; as a general rule the
stand should be sufficient to raise the camera
about 5 feet or 5 feet 6 inches from the ground,
so that the position of the lens may be at about
the same height as the eye of a standing
spectator of the view. Of course, somewhat
slighter legs would suffice for the little camera
as the weight that they would have to support
would be less, but the height must not be
reduced,
Probably if such cameras were put on the
market by camera makers there would be a
large demand for them, and plate makers
would cut plates to the size required for them;
but if such plates could not be procured,. it
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would
not
be a difficult
thing for the | filing and polishing; but this is not enough.
All metals, to a greater or less extent, oxidize,
photographer to cut with a glazier’s diamond
tbat is tarnish or rust; and this is especially the
half-plates into four equal parts, or if celluloid
case when they are heated.
The formation of
films were preferred they could be even more
. this oxide effectually prevents the solder comeasily cut with a pair of scissors.
bining with the metals, and no joint is possible
With such an outfit as this the architectural
so long as it is present. To get rid of it a
photographer, who desires to make his own
slides for lecture purposes, would
find his | substance, which will combine with it and
There are many “ fluxes,”
labours much lightened.
For ordinary snap- , remove it, is used.
shot work the hand camera is sufficient, but for | as these substances are called, but there is one
which is more useful than all the rest, and
architectural work a camera that can be used
which is suitable for doing almost any kind of
with lenses of different focal
lengths
is
indispensable, and such a camera as I have : soldering work, and which is very easy to

described would do everything that could be |; prepare. Into an ounce or so of hydrochloric
required by the lanternist, and if paper prints j; acid (commercially known as spirits of salts)
drop a few small pieces of zinc. As the acid at
were desired bromide enlargements might be
once will begin to bubble and give off gas, this
made direct from the small negatives, or if it
were preferred enlarged negatives might be | operation should be conducted outdoors, or at
all events, at a safe distance from a light.
made and prints taken from these.
: Continue

to add zinc, a few pieces at a time,

until the acid will take up no more, and the gas
ceases to come off. The clear liquid left is the
‘‘flux,” and it is ready for use though it is

or >a

_ usual to dilute it with

How
By

to
A.

M.

Solder.

two

HIDDON.

CAVE

HE lanternist who is a bit of a
mechanic and something of an
amateur carpenter, has a great
advantage
over
those
lantern
y
workers whose attention has never
been turned in these directions. Trifling
breakdowns and failures of apparatus
and accessories are inevitable from time
*

to

time;

and the

operator,

who

parts water

for use with new or very clean work. Resin
is frequently used, but it is not a true

with

a

few

simple tools can put matters right, or who can
elaborate improvements and carry out alterations to suit his own ideas, is more likely to be
successful than he who in such a case is
dependent on outside help. As much of the
apparatus with which the lanternist has to deal

‘‘flux,”’ for all it does

is to coat the

clean

surface with a sort of varnish, and so prevent
the formation of oxides. The “killed spirit”
described above is more convenient in every
way.
The ‘copper bit” soldering iron can be
procured at any ironmongers, and a suitable
size for an amateur will cost about 1s. 6d. The
| solder metal consists of a mixture of tin and
‘ lead, and is bought in long narrow strips.
’ When solder metal of good quality is bent, while
held

close to the

ear, a creaking noise, caused

by the tin in it, will be heard.

iron, and

the solder having

The

flux, the

been provided, the

-tyro is now in a position to accomplish the
process. Take two pieces of brass or tin, and
thoroughly cleanse by filingand scraping bright
mechanics is more useful than the art of
soldering ;and equally, perhaps, no art is more i the portions to be joined. Next place them in
position so that the surfaces or edges, as the
easily learnt. Tools and materials are few and
case may be, are in close contact, and, if possible,
inexpensive, and no great amount of skill or
fasten them thus temporarily.
With a small
practice is required. The few simple directions
brush or a featber or slip of wood, run a little
given below will enable anyone to become
of the flux along the joint, taking care that it
efficient, and able to deal with any soldering
goes only where the solder is eventually to be.
jobs which may occur in connection with the
In delicate work the solder is prevented from
lantern.
adhering where not required by covering such
To solder together two pieces of metal it is
parts with whiting or thin glue. Now heat the
absolutely necessary that the portions which
are to bein contact shall be scrupulously clean ; | iron to a dull red heat, rapidly file the point
both mechanically and chemically clean. Mere ‘ bright, and then either dip it for a moment in
the flux, or else rub it on a lump of sal
mechanical cleanness is gained by scraping,
is

of

metal

work,

no

branch

of

amateur

34
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This cleanses the point chemically,

and it may now be ‘‘tinned,”’ z.e. covered with
a film of solder, by rubbing it on the stick of
solder.
If the iron will not tin, it is either not
clean or else too hot or too cold.
By the time
the iron is ‘‘ tinned” it will-be just about the
right heat to work properly. By means of the
iron, melt a little solder and allow it to drop on
tothe seam. Tilt the work and with the point of
the iron draw the melted solder down hill slowly
and steadily along the join. If everything is
right the solder should

flow as easily as water,

following the point of the iron, filling up every
crack and crevice, and the job is finished.
Do
not draw the iron over the seam again unless
actually necessary; the neatest and strongest
work is always done with passing the iron
slowly over the joint once.
Use as little solder
as possible, and above all make sure that
throughout the process the surfaces to be joined

are in

close

contact,

so as to prevent too much of the solder running
in between them and so keeping them apart.
With thick metals the solder may not run
properly until the work is heated sufficiently,
but contact with the iron soon raises it to
the proper temperature.
Directly the solder is
set, wash all flux off with water, as it corrodes
the joint if not removed.
Lanternists will find that lacquered brass
work is particularly easy to solder, and if the
above directions be followed, any article in tinwork from a jet tray to an acetylene gas
generator can be mended
or made.
For
soldering very delicate or small articles, the
mouth blow-pipe is used.
The manipulation of
this tool is not quite so easy a matter as the use
of the soldering iron, but with practice the
difficulties may be overcome and very neat and
effective work done with its aid.
To sum up :—The work must always be filed
and scraped perfectly bright and scrupulously
clean.
The flux must cover and penetrate between
all surfaces to be united.
The iron must be tinned from time to time
and must at the actual moment of working be
just the right heat.
Finally, success in soldering much depends on
the preliminary arranging and keeping the
work in position during the process.
It is
needless to offer instructions in this matter as
lanternists are mostly handy sort of men and
capable
of successfully
overcoming
such
difficulties.

Reminiscences
By

of Lantern

THONAS

A

Days.

BYFORD.

Buuty.

ag"
was my misfortune
to be . giving a
y
Seer
lantern exhibition one evening when
there happened to be present a
young fellow whose language was
anything but refined. I had repeatedly called him to order, but
all to no purpose—the more I pleaded
the worse he behaved.
The rector and
the schoolmaster several times asked for a
little forbearance, but he was more offensive to
them than to me.
At last I gave up in despair and turned up

the lights, and found our tormenter to be a
well-built young fellow standing quite 5 feet
10 inches in height ;but my knowledge of the
human face told me that the man before us
was a bully of the worst type and a coward at
heart. Directly I asked him to leave the room
he poured forth some of the foulest language
I ever heard issue from a man’s mouth—at the
same time challenging me to fight. Being a
man of peace I did not avail myself of -his
repeated offers to ‘‘ come on.”
Meanwhile the schoolmaster had sent a boy
to the police station asking for the attendance
of the constable, and as he happened to be at
home he was soon upon the scene.
Directly
this brave fellow saw the ‘‘man in blue” he
stopped short in the midst of his gyrations,
picked up his coat, and was making for the
door when he was brought to a full stop by
the constable.
The rector requested that he should be
detained

for a few

minutes,

and

amidst

a

breathless silence announced
that before he left
the room an ample apology should be offered to
those whom he had annoyed.
We now saw before us a cringing cur. He
commenced to cry, expressed great sorrow, and
hoped the rector would forgive him. Of course
he did, and so did all of us; and he hurriedly
left the room, let us hope a wiser man.
A

TuHoucHtTruL

Dams.

When
it is possible, village entertainers
(magic lantern or otherwise) take up their
abode for a short time in a small town or
village, and work the outlying villages, driving
out in the afternoon and returning at night
after the show.
Once upon a time I was located thus for
three weeks, my dwelling place being a small

old-fashioned thatched cottage smothered with
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jasmine.

My

landlady,

an

elderly

dame,

taught me a lesson in thrift which others might
copy with advantage.
A workman (not the
demon plumber—he was
unknown in this
village) had been executing some repairs at
this old world cottage which my worthy landlady deeply deplored.
This subject always
cropped up at meal times, but not being of an
inquisitive turn of mind, I did not trouble for
at least a week to enquire the cause of her contempt for the excellent repairs this clever
workman had done. Imagine my surprise when
I was informed that her rent was to be raised
in order to pay for the repairs. I condoled with
her in this great trouble, and ventured further to
ask what might her annual rent be. ‘She was
a weekly tenant—not yearly; her present rent
was 8d. per week, but after Michaelmas it was
to be 9d. per week,” and, continued the old lady
with tears in her eyes, “all through those nasty
repairs.” I quietly remarked that an extra ld.
per week was not much.
‘‘ Not much,” said
the old lady in indignant tones.
‘Not much,
no not to you, but to me a great deal; a 1d.
per week means 4s. 4d. a year, and 4a. 4d.
would keep me for nearly a fortnight.
I was engaged a few days later by the owner
of the cottage to give a lantern exhibition at
the annual village feast, and'in the course of
conversation with him I mentioned the old
lady’s trouble. He was surprised, it was being
done without his knowledge, and this good old
English gentleman gave instructions to his
agent not to increase the old lady’s rent on any
account.

A few years later I again visited this village,
and was sorry to learn that this good dame had
gone to rest.
As I passed her cottage it
’ occurred to me how happy some people might
be could they but see things as this simple
rustic dame saw mon

Lantern
By

‘Slides aeie Carbon
Process.
GEORGE

“ PHOTO-AMERICAN

2
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GRAVELY.
PRIZE

ARTICLE.

eee very best lantern slide that can
be made, about the easiest and
cheapest one to make, and the only
one that permits of a choice of
>

some

20

colours,

is the

carbon

slide. It is the best because nothing
else gives the delicate gradations of
half-tone, the wealth of detail and the

pleasing variety of colour. It is the cheapest
outside of wet plates, for one can make 76 slides
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for a trifle less than two dollars. As’ to its
being easy, the reader shall be the judge, for it
is a ‘‘ short horse soon curried ’’ to describe the
necessary operations. It will be necessary to
provide some carbon tissue, which, by the way,
is not tissue, but a good,

stout

paper,

coated

with pigment of various colours, some cover
glass, an ounce of bichromate of potash, an
egg, a little alcohol, and some mats and binding
strips.. For experimenting, a small packet of
carbon tissue may be procured; but if the
process is adopted it will be found much more
economical to buy it by the roll, which is
30 by 144 inches, and if carefully cut will yield
325 pieces of the proper size. The slides have
to be made by contact printing, as the paper is
not sensitive enough to permit of the process by
reduction in the camera being employed.
If the cover glasses are new, it will only be
necessary to dip each glass in alcohol and rub it
till polished; but if old slides are used, they
must first be cleared of all emulsion by soaking
all night in the following bath, in a glass or
porcelain tray :—A 10 per cent. solution of bichromate of potash is made, which is for this salt
a saturated solution, and to this is added about
six drams of sulphuric acid. Be careful always
to add the acid to the bichromate solution, and
not vice versd, as the mixture of
water

and

acid

always involves the production of heat, and the
wrong way of mixing might cause the bursting
of the vessel. This solution will remove the

most obstinate traces of dirt and stains in
bottles, developing dishes, etc., and is a splendid
thing for glass plate cleaning. In the morning
the emulsion will be found ready to rinse off.
Set the tray under the tap and let the water
run in until all the acid bath has gone off, then
hold each glass under the tap till bright; dry
and polish it and placeitonarack.
Do not put
the fingers in the acid bath, for it is very strong,

and will do you harm. When the slides are
dry, dip them in the following bath :—Water,
1 pint ;ammonia, 10 or 15 drops; white of one
egg; beat well with an egg-beater before using;
10 minutes is none too long; then let it settle.
As one cannot tell which sideis coated (at least,
I can’t), I advise dipping the glasses in the
albumen

bath,

so that both

sides are

coated.

After dipping put the glasses on the rack to
drain, and see that there is no dust flying in
the room. It is well to dip a hundred glasses at
a time and store them away. The albumen
should not be kept, and oné may as well doa
hundred with it as less.
The object of using albumen is to make the
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carbon tissue adhere to the glass.

Gelatine is

often used, but it is a much thicker coating, is

not always colourless, and has other disadvantages.
The sensitiser for the tissue is made of :—
Water, 1 quart; bichromate of potash, 1 ounce.

To sensitise the tissue cut it into convenient
sizes, perhaps 6% by 8, for four pieces slide size,
or larger if the tray will permit; place the tray
containing the bichromate solution in another
and larger tray, or pan, containing cracked ice.
The temperature of the sensitising solution
should be about 50 degrees F. Now immerse
the tissue, one or two sheets at a time, in the
sensitiser, slide it in so as to avoid bubbles, and
turn it a few times, to see that there are no

bubbles. If there are, touch them lightly with a
soft brush.
Three minutes’ immersion will be
plenty generally, though, if the sheets are not
fully limp, as much as five minutes may be
allowed.
Drag the tissue out over a glass rod,
fastened across the tray; place it on a clean ferrotype plate and squeegee it into
perfect

contact.

All this may be done in weak daylight, but the
tissue which is on the ferrotype plate must be
put in a dark-room to dry, which should be in
three hours; it is not well to dry it rapidly.
When perfectly dry, peel it from the ferrotype
plate and it is ready to cut to size and print.
Upon the negative lay the mat which is to be
used—it must be opaque paper—and on this
mat lay the sensitised tissue and put it in the
back. The mat must be used to form a safe
edge to the paper; an edge, in other words,
which has not been made insoluble by the light;
this is done so that the stripping will be easy.
Now, before putting the frame out to print, put
another negative of the same density in a frame
and put a small bit of fresh aristotype paper in
that, and put both out together. Noimage will
be visible upon the carbon; that is why the
aristo print is being made, as some way of
judging its depth has to be provided.
When
the aristo paper shows detail not over-printed
at all, not even deep-proofed in fact, consider
the carbon done and proceed with other negatives until all are printed. Throw all the prints
into lukewarm water, and when limp squeegee
them on the glasses, colour side down, and pile
them one on top of another, with a blotter
between, until all are done.

After 20 minutes

under pressure (if the pile is small put a weight
on top), lay them carefully in a large tray of
hot water (90 degrees), and go off and take a
smoke or something, and when you come back,
about 30 minutes later, the pigment will be seen

oozing out from the edges of the paper, which
will be loose and can be readily stripped off,
gently though, not too rough, or the pigment
may leave with it in spots and spoil the slide.
Now all we require is great patience. The tray
has to be rocked very gently once in a while,
the water changed as often as it is deeply
coloured ; some of the over-exposed ones have
to be placed

in downright

hot water, and

all

have to remain till the clear parts are truly
clear. If only a few are being made, it is
possible to hasten the clearing away of all
soluble pigment by continued rocking and
frequent changes of water, but when a large
number are in the tray, one must be exceedingly
careful. The slides are very easily ruined until
dry, and must not be handled except by the
edges; even a stream of water striking a slide
with some force will instantly tear away the
pigment.
The beauty of these slides is in the
thin film, and naturally the film is very tender.
The grooved tanks of rubber or porcelain,
which can be had at supply shops, are excellent
for clearing carbon slides after the paper has
been stripped off. I use a wood tray a little
over 30 by 36 inches, with wood pegs driven in
the bottom, so as to prevent the glasses from
sliding around while rocking the tray. It is
easily made, and is very useful when making a
half-hundred or more slides at a time. Get a
piece of 2 inch white wood, 32 by 38, and four
strips of 4 inch of the same material, 3 inches
wide, for the sides, all the pieces to be planed
smooth.
Now, make a well-jointed box of
these pieces of wood, and when complete drive
little oak pegs in the bottom, at such a distance
apart that the glass being laid in will have a
peg at the middle of each side. The pegs may
be 14 inches long and } inch thick.
After
measuring off the correct spaces, make holes
not quite as large as the diameter of the pegs
with an awl, and drive in the pegs till they project about linch. Incase the tray leaks, which
is pretty sure to be the case, let it leak ;it don’t

matter, for running water may be used so long
as it does not fall directly on a slide. It will
not leak much if soaked in water for a few
days, and kept wet thereafter. Mine is always
in the sink, for I use it with movable zinc pegs
to wash negatives, and also for prints. Two
cross cleats of inch wood on the under side will
strengthen the tray and keep it from warping.
Having washed the slides until no more
pigment will come off, we immerse them 5 or
10 minutes in a hardening bath, as follows :—
Water
Alum ..

ive

_ Sulphuric acid

1 quart.
4 ounces.

5 drops.
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This bath must be filtered well before using,

and if kept must be filtered each time it is
used.
The slides are then washed clean, and if any
trace of alum is seen on them they are now
hard enough to stand a light brushing over with
a soft camel’s-hair brush while in the water.
The same process would make transparencies,
using any desired size, also reversed pictures if
the printed tissue has been squeegeed upon
porcelain.
A carbon transparency is the ideal
one to make an enlarged negative from; there
is nothing else so good.
The

slides, having

been sufficiently washed,

are carefully racked in a dry room, where
there is absolutely no dust flying. One must
remember that an infinitesimal speck on the
slide will be as big as an orange when seen
enlarged on the screen, so the greatest care
must be taken to avoid dust or.other specks.
When dry, the slides may be matted or not,
as desired, for the safe edge employed in the
printing matted the picture off, and it is only a
question

of what

kind

of border

is wanted,

matted or unmatted.
This question being
decided, fit on the well-polished cover and bind
the two together. As the
picture

is reversed,

the thumb mark is accordingly reversed, so that
the image on the screen is correct.
The finest slides are made from what is
known as transparency tissue, a specially
prepared tissue, in which the pigment is ground
exceedingly fine, to avoid coarse lines.
Unfortunately, though, this special tissue is not
obtainable in all colours, black being all I can
get in this market.
However, the regular
tissues do nicely, and the slides made from it
are as fine as can be made on a gelatine plate,
plus the variety of colours.
Not too many slides should be made until
one is certain how deep to print. I should
advise starting on a dozen or so of varying
depths, and testing these in the lantern to see
how they appear. After such tests one will
readily gauge the proper depth, and can then
proceed on a larger scale. In case a slide is
seen to be defective while developing, it should
be cleaned off in hot water with a nail brush,
rinsed in cold water, and saved for future use.
It is, of course, easier to remove the film while
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with some vegetable support for the colour, and
adding the sensitiser to it, mixing the three
essentials, in other words, and applying them
in one operation to the glasses. If I find any
reasonable degree of success, this shorter
method shall be the subject of my next

article,

unless it has ere then been discussed in these
columns.
A very excellent storage box for slides can be
made

at home,

at almost

no

expense

as follows:—Make a box out
binder’s board, 33 inches wide
deep, and of length to suit. I
enough to hold 25 slides. The

at all,

of good stout
and 4} inches
prefer it long
box is marked

out on the binder’s board, the lines cut half
through, the corner pieces cut off, and then the

board ig folded to shape, where the cuts permit
the folding. line the sides and bottom with
Thompson and Norris corrugated straw board
(the article used for packing glass), which
should be glued on; cover the joints and the

bottom seams with linen strips, glued on, and
then cover the box with paper, leatherette, or
cloth, as desired.

The cover is made to fit, and

has a strip of corrugated packing paper in the
top. This makes a grooved bos, neat, strong,
and safe, and is not only a good deal better
than what I have seen in the shops, but ia just
the sort of thing to do of an evening when there
is some light amusement wanted.

HBHOR he
Lecturers’
By

THE

Profits.

SHOWMAN.

T the present time statements are
being made concerning the profits
obtained and obtainable by lantern

eae

lecturing, so that it may not be out

of place to discuss somewhat more

a

closely this strictly commercial but
none the less interesting aspect of
lantern work.
I have not the slightest intention of alluding
in even the most indirect way to any lecturer or
entertainer, past or present, so that we will
commence by imagining the case of a man who
aims at becoming a successful lantern enterSO,

tainer.

His

apparatus,

slides,

etc.,

are

of

course all that they should be, and his brains,
personal attributes, and capital are granted ; the
question is, what should his net income amount
to? We will not be avaricious in these hard
times, so will say £300 per annum.
To many

wet than when dry, and therefore a considerable
amount of extra work can be avoided.
This year I hope to coat my glasses with homemade pigment, using the gum bichromate process
lanternists this may seem a large sum, but,
and avoiding the bother of sensitising the paper
and the stripping, simply coating the glasses | remember, we are speaking of a successful man,
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not a second or third-rater, and, as a successful

man in any other occupation to which a liberal
education leads would certainly make much
more than this amount, the majority will
probably consider it a very modest figure.
The next factor in the calculation is the
number of engagements per season which our
imaginary lecturer is likely to obtain, say 70, a
number open to criticism, like anything else
which is pure theory, but which, nevertheless,
means practically an average of three per week
during six months of the year. Now add to
the net income an annual sum to cover cost of
slides, many of which will be out of date and
comparatively of little value after the first
season,

frames,

advertising,

gas,

etc., used

depreciation

in registration,

of apparatus,

interest on original outlay, say £50. Thus we
have a total of £350. Does someone say
“Rubbish! why does a man want £300 for
work
that
only occupies 70 evenings?”
Gigantic fallacy! The man who follows some :
other occupation all the year round, and gives ,
an

occasional

lecture

in the winter, belongs to

a different genus altogether.

His performance
is well described as ‘‘a lecture illustrated by
lantern slides,’ of which I shall say something
later on.

The

case

under

lantern entertainer

consideration

is that of a

in the strictest

sense, who

will always find his work require his full
attention in the winter, and though, perhaps,
the getting together, mounting, framing, and
registering of slides and effects, preparation of
lectures,

advertising, etc., may leave him some

leisure hours to devote to his flower garden in
the summer, following another vocation is not
to be thought of. Next divide our £350 by our 70
engagements (quite like a problem of the takeaway-the-number-you-first- thought - of-and-soand-so-remains order, is it not?). The answer is
£5, to which must be added in every case a variable
sum to covyerthe actual out-of-pocket expenses
incurred in every engagement, such as gas and
limes, operator’s salary, travelling expenses,
porterage, and possibly hotel bills. So that,
although our lecturer can accept £6 or so for an
engagement in his own street, £10 or even more
may have to be asked for an engagement which
takes him

to a distance;

his actual

profit not

being more than £5 in either case.
remuneration can hardly be considered

Such
excessive under the circumstances, and yet a man
may put himself quite out of court at more
than one lecture society by asking even the

modest sum of £5 as an inclusive fee.

Just think what a lecture engagement often
means.
An early start, sitting for hours in a
cold railway carriage, occasionally varied by
waiting at draughty stations, fitting up in a
cold hall, stepping smiling-faced and sweettempered on to the platform at the appointed
time, entertaining an audience for the best part
of two hours, packing up, sleeping in a strange
bed, and spending the best part of the next day
getting home again—and all for what?
A
remuneration of about a fifth of what would
probably be paid to a consulting physician, who
would spend far less time away from home.
Then, again, look at the anxiety entailed. A
professional lecturer engages to do a certain
thing at a certain time, and failure to carry out
his contract from any cause whatever, short of
sudden death or bodily disablement, would

cast

a stain upon his professional character which it
would take years to efflace. He leaves nothing
to chance, but takes every precaution to avoid
failure; nevertheless,

a fiasco

may

result from

any one of a thousand causes which are beyond
his control.

A mishap on the railway,
a » fog 108 on
V

the water, and he may not reach his destination
in time. A single article of his luggage gone
astray on the journey may prevent the engagement being kept. Is it any wonder then, that
a painstaking lecturer experiences a feeling of
relief when his screen is up and everything else
is in place and ready for the evening’s work,
and with a first-class operator at his service
looks upon subsequent proceedings as comparatively light and pleasant? |
Possibly our imaginary lecturer lives in
London, and his provincial engagements will
bring it home to him that, although London is
a fairly nice place on the whole, it is very
much in a corner. Provincial
lecture

are fairly numerous,

societies

and for a sample we will

take Newbury, the first that occurs to the writer,

and which, as representing a journey of about
00 miles, will do as well as any other.
Out-ofpocket expenses willrun into £3 or £4, so that on
the foregoing basis a fee of £8 or £9 will have to
be asked.
(Your pardon, professional lecturers,
‘‘guineas,” of course!
But I have kept to
pounds all through, easier to reckon, you know).
Now let us for a moment look at matters
from the lecture committee’s point of view.
A
course of lectures must consist of a reasonable
number, about ten is the usual thing, tickets of
admission to which are sold at various prices
averaging, I suppose, about 7s. 6d..- I have
known tickets for the back seats to be 1s. each,
admitting to eight lectures.
Many committees
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and it may be argued that a less profit would
would be glad to get 500 subscribers, so that,
result in a larger number of engagements.
very
a
often
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reducing
his out-of-pocket expenses by
is all he needs; he appears
society
g
the engagin
length of his journeys and so be able to offer his
dress, talks and sings to
evening
ate
immacul
in
be
will
idea
this
services at a lower figure, but
The Shakesdeparts.
and
bows,
,
the audience
found unworkable in nineteen cases out of twenty.
a bottle of
of
consists
outfit
reciter’s
perean
a
by
conjunction
in
The booking of lectures
,
water,
a
tumbler,
and
a
cluster of societies was advocated years ago, but
practical difficulties were found to stand in the
splendid memory.
way. The good people of Slocum-in-the-Slush |
The two former the hall-keeper will get him,
prefer their lectures on Tuesday evenings, and,
Such a man
the latter he brings with him.
as they pay the piper, they may reasonably be
can commit to memory about half-a-dozen of
allowed to call the tune. The
Shakespeare’s plays and 50 miscellaneous pieces
nearest society
at the age of 20, and nothing further need
trouble him much. There is always a demand
is at Muddleton-on-Sea, just twenty miles away,
for Shakespeare, and also for a miscellaneous
a nice easy journey, but here also, and for
He can accept a lower fee than a
programme.
a similar set of reasons, the lectures always
lantern lecturer, which may be, nevertheless,
take place on Tuesday evenings. A lecturer
.
adequate one.
an
having been engaged to appear at Slocum
lantern
our
that
ion
opposit
worst
By far the
on a certain Tuesday, naturally wishes to
lecturer has to meet is that of a man who gives
go to Muddleton on the preceding or following
The
a lecture illustrated by lantern slides.
evening, and hopes,
by giving the Muddleton
the
folks the benefit of the short journey, and | lantern, etc., is furnished by the society,
often
Too
him.
with
brings
lecturer
the
glides
offering his services at a temptingly low figure,
they are found to consist of a wretched
to secure an engagement, but heis met with the
collection of about five dozen home-made photorejoinder that “the date offered is unsuitable.”
graphs, the actual cost of which may not have
Consequently an engagement at Muddleton-onexceeded half-a-sovereign. This class of lecturer
Sea means a special journey on some other
derives the principal part of his income from
Tuesday.
I do not say that consecutive
some other source, only devoting his spare time
evenings can never be arranged, very often they
to lecturing. If he so chooses, there is nothing
can, but if they involve such a round as
to prevent him driving up to the hall with his
Bradford,
Bristol,
and
Basingstoke,
the
slides just in time for his appearance on the
advantage of such booking is not very evident.
platform, much in the same way that Sir Henry
In arranging provincial engagements, frequent
{rving is said to walk straight from his dressingreference to ‘‘ Bradshaw ’’ is advisable, in order
room on to the stage at the exact moment,
to be sure that the proposed journey is possible
without a call. On account of the low fees
in the time at disposal, or some of the peculithey accept, such lecturers are greatly in
arities of [English railway travelling may
demand at the smaller institutes, and are
manifest themselves in a most unpleasant way,
frequently found at the larger societies, forming
and at a most inopportune moment.
Objection
|
per
a setting for the more expensive and eminent
profit
of
amount
the
to
may be taken

engagement which has been already mentioned,

| men,
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An alternative way of placing a lantern
The upper parts of the arms are now cut to
lecture before the public is as an entertainment
the shapes shown in Fig. III. The two tongues
pure and simple. In this case the lecturer
are bent up at right angles, and the arms are
engages halls and does his own advertising, a
then pivoted to the body at p and c. The lower
method which has its own particular advantages
parts of the arms, with their projecting ends
and disadvantages.
It involves greater capital,
G and u, are then pivoted to the upper parts in
greater expense, and a knowledge of towns, | the
positions indicated by dots. The upper
halls, and show business generally. No doubt
parts of the legs having been cut to the shape
a fit and proper person can make it pay, but on
shown in Fig. IV., and the tongues bent up in
the whole nothing in the wide world is probably

so delusive as the entertainment business. The
public see an audience crowding into a hall,
each one. doing his country’s work--I mean,
each one paying his shilling or so (a very
‘‘absent-minded”’ slip of the pen, that); but
the public see nothing, know nothing, of the
good round sums paid away for hall rent, billposting, printing, and so on.
I am sure all true lanternists

will wish

Mr.

|

Malden every happiness in the retirement which
he has so well earned by so many years of
really hard work, though they will none the
less regret that his entertainments are no
longer to be seen. Their excellence had given
him tke right to be looked up to as a standard
of high-class dioramic exhibition, just as the
exhibitions at the late Royal Polytechnic Institution had furnished a standard before him.
Possibly Mr. Malden’s retirement has created
a void in the lantern world which some young
exhibitor is destined to fill. Who bids ?
+1

__»

|
,

the same way as those on the arms, they are
pivoted to the body in the points rE andr. The
| legs are then pivoted to the thighs in the proper

i positions.

u___it,

We have now to turn our attention to the

SO =k
Shadowgram or Silhouette Slides.
By

THEODORE

“Jack

CF Sn

pus

ee

Yy |

\

BROWN.

Tar.”—No.

XIII.

slide represents a sailor dancing

;

construction of a block which shall conveniently
cause the desired movements of the limbs. x is
a suitable block. Its
. shape is well shown

|

and ‘kicking up” his legs in the |
exuberance
of his
spirits, and |
delight at being ‘on shore.” In |
the background are several more

seafaring men looking at ‘‘ Jack’s” per- _ -

in Fig. IL., but to clear
up any doubt that
may exist as to its
actual shape, a section is represented in
Fig. V.
This block is fitted
with four screws as

formance with undisguised admiration.
For the purpose of constructing this
shown, which work in
slide the usual wooden framework is employed,
the slots cut in the upper parts of the limbs.
with this difference :—The back is made to come
| The thickness or depth of the projecting
part
oft when required, so that the fixed glass can be
| of this block x must be a little greater than
placed in or taken out at will.
The black
that
of the other working parts.
portion of the sailor, i.e., his body (m, Fig. II.),
When every part of the body and limbs of the
is cut out of thin wood, and glued
to the
sailor has been properly fitted up, and the
interior surface of the fixed glass. The head
block
x placed so that its screws are in the
and limbs are cut out of tin, thin brass, or
any
slots in which they have to work, the fixed glass
desired metal, in the shapes shown. The head
on which it is all mounted is placed in its
(8, Fig. II.) and the small projecting piece are
proper groove.
cut out of one piece of metal, and pivoted at n
The sliding glass p, running in the grooves
to the body. The dotted line shows the conT, T (Fig. I.) is then inserted, and the top of the
tinuation of the body, behind the head.
block kK, which has been coated
with glue, is
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—_ HUGHES’
Specialties in Magic Lanterns and Perfect Cinematographs.
HUGHES'

SCOPE
Shutter,

GREAT

for showing
therefore
no

MOTOR

Animated
flickering.

PICTORO_

Dictures.
12 to 20

No |
feet

-PHOTO- ROTOSCOPE

Pictures. Perfection.
Eclipses all others. No eyes
ache, no head ache, as with other shutter machines.
The improvements in this are beyond description.
It is most simple, and the
result magnificent.
A superb
piece of mechanisin.

BI-UNIAL.

Gane
OL

HUGHES’
Films.
the
a
LIVING PICTURE
PHOTO-ROTOSCOPE § |
A little gem
instrument. |
Flickering reduced to a mini- |
mum.
Can be attached to
Tear’
not
Does any lantern. Will give with
oil 4 feet pictures; limelight,
10 to 16 feot pictures.
Price,

with

lantern

com-

plete, £13 13s. (as per sketch).
Without, £9 9s. Superior to
many machines on the market
costing £20 to £30 each. Highclass technical workmanship.

iy

No Chains or Bands to get out of order.

HUGHES'
PHOTO-ROTOSCOPE
PEEP-SHOW. «
The greatest money taker of the 19th Century.
Animated Pictures in the Open Air, Winter or Summer.
Twenty People can see at one time.
Nota
toy, but high-class.
Price complete, with machine, £21 105. (See below -)
~ Grandly

Illustrated

!}
Price

£25

10s.,

including

Taps, Special

‘'wo

Jets, Back

Cinematograph Lists of all Mr. Hughes’ Patent Machines, Camera Developing
Hughes’ “EE ssay’ on Cinematographs,” valuable to Purchasers.

Malden

Pipes,

Dissolving

etc.

Apparatus,etc,

6d.

MAGIC LANTERNS. Hughes’ Marvellous Pamphengos,
OYER

3,000

SOLD.

The finest Oil-lighted Lantern extant. Gives brilliant 12 to 14 ft. pictures.
NoSmell.
No Smoke.
No Broken Glasses.
4 inch finest Condensers and
large Front Lenses.
-Elegant brass Sliding Fronts.
The £6 6s. reduced to
£4 4s. The £4 4s. reduced to £3 10s. Particulars free. The Universal
four-wick Lantern, 18s. 6d. Marvellous value.
Handsome brass-fronted
Bi-unial Lanterns, £6 10s. Blow-through Jets, 8s.6d.
Mixed gas ditto, 12s.
Mr. Hughes has the Greatest Display of High-class Projecting Lanterns
and Effects, etc., the World has ever seen.
The Docwra, the Grand, and
the Miniature Malden Triples.
Superb
instruments,
as supplied to
Madanic Patti, Professor Malden, Royal Polytechnic, etc. Before purchasing
get Hughes’ Grandly_ Illustrated Catalogue, 180 original Engravings, price
6d., postage 3d.; giving valuable information.
[lustrated Pamphlets, 2d.
Price List of 60,000 Slides, 4d.; postage 2d. Cheapest and best Lantern
Outfits in the World.
50 beautiful Slides loaned for 3s.

SPECIAL BICUNTAL, |HUGHES’ STREET CINEMATOGRAPH
Or

Polished Mahogany Body.

;
Lined.

OUTDOOR

PEEP-SHOW.

COINS MONEY
WINTER
OR

Brass Telescope

|

SUMMER.

Draw Tubes.

:

A Huge Success.

Malden Dissolving
Price from
TapandTwoLime- | £24 10s. complete.
light Jets.
Three Sets of
THE
DUPLEX

high-class

Lenses.'

Price. £13 13s.

ppEP-SHOW

For

Particulars,

| If You

20 guineas for such

ESTABLISHED

Please

House,
mention

OVER

82,

3SO

to Mr. HUGHES,

Most Perfect

YEARS.

Mortimer

2d.

Want a first-class Lantern
Go

a splendid outfit.

Brewster

People.

Illustrated

Unprecedented
value.

Should be at least
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Price £38 10s.

All ready to show

Road,

NOTE

THE

with

Patentee

Outfit,
of the

ADDRESS:

Kingsland,

this Journal when corresponding

or Cinematograph

Specialist and

Machines.

LONDON, Buss
Advertisers.
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THE “CUBIQUE” ACETYLENE LAMP
(PATENT.)
Eree

Self-Acting.

LAMPE

CUBIQUE

from

No

Danger.

Smell.

PORTATIVE BY SGDG

CLEMENT 5 GILMER - PARIS

FITS
SUPERSEDES

PARAFFIN

The Carbide Chambers

Manufactured

ALL

OIL LAMPS:

OPTICAL

LANTERNS.

(1) As a Superior Illuminant,

take to pieces for Thorough

Cleansing.

CLEMENT & GILMER,

by

the Patentees,

(2) For Simplicity of Working.

Works

for an

Chree-wick

painted

Lanterns,

with

Lamps, 22/-;

Slides

with

from 4d.;

in sets of 12, price 2’°6

4 inch Compound
Four-Wick

Lamps,

Splendidly coloured

per set;

or

four

sets

Metallic
Condensers
24/--

and

Beliows

Hand-

3} by 34 Slides

for 9/6.

Full-sized

Regulator
(BRIER'S PATENT)

4/3; extra Discs from 6d. per pair. “Lightning” double-carrier
Frames, from 1/-each.
Slides for salt Lanterns from 5d. per
dozen.
New Catalogue gratis and post free.

Wbolesale

Established

PRICE

H. CLARK,
THE SCOTGH & IRISH

Optician,

ROYSTON,

a half.

PARIS.

Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames, 7d.
each or 6/6 per doz.
Lever Action Slides from 1/6 each.
Rackwork
Slides (including chromatropes), 2/6 each. Best
quality double motion Interchangeable
Chromatropes,

ROBERT

and

140, Faubourg St. Martin,

SPECIAL.
Optical

hour

HER

TS.

Rosehill

Works,

OXYGEN

Polmadie,

20/-

CO., LTO.,

GLASGOW,

1886.

FREDERICK J, STEDMAN,
lantern Slide Maker
and

Goloutist,

Il, ROSE TERRACE, SURREY LANE,
BATTERSEA PARK, LONDON, S.W.
Please

mention

this

Journal

when

PRACTICAL
PHOTGGRAPHER
An Illustrated Monthly intended fov the higher ranks of
Professtcnal and Amateur Photographers.
Devoted equally
to the art, science, and applications of photography.

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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pressed close to its surface.’ The back of the
glide is then screwed on and the glue allowed to
harden. The slide is then ready for exhibition.
I should: have remarked before that the
sliding glass ¥ is regulated in its lateral movement by the blocks r and s, which are screwed
to the front of the framework ; also, that on the

fixed glass are painted some such figures as
those sketched in Fig. I.
The slide is inserted in the lantern, and being
upside down, the different- parts of the sailor
fall into their perpendiculars, or try to do so.
The tongues regulate the movements of the
limbs. Then, when the sliding glass is pushed
in and out, the legs and

arms, actuated

by the

screws working in the slots, are flung about in
an innumerable variety of attitudes. At the
same time, the upper portion (A) of the block (x)

comes into contact with the lower part (N) of
the head (8), and gives it a slight jerky motion.
The total effect obtained is that of a sailor
dancing, and this effect is increased by the fact
that no impelling or actuating force is visible on
the screen. The success of this slide depends
very largely upon the judgment of the operator
in moving the sliding glass.

Se
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9. Lighting.—I find it necessary to have a
big flame with the ether, and when lime is
Do not leave
properly heated, turn on oxygen.
any brown looking flame, but reduce quantity of
ether if there is any, for the flame must be
quite white.
3. Dissolving.—I keep ether bye-pass open
quite full. Oxygen closed. My experience is
that one may turn the dissolver quickly until
the slightest change in the “‘ vanishing ”’ picture
is perceptible,

then

turn steadily;

for, as the

makers truly say, ‘ether does not rise so
quickly as hydrogen.”
Perhaps some day a plan will be devised
whereby dissolving will be made simpler than
Albeit I find the work very simple
itis now.
with this saturator.
4, To Extinguish the Lights.—You have only
to turn off the ether taps and the light will go
out quietly enough.

aC

How I use the Lawson’s Bi-unial

Saturator.

By
wd

ESS

;

an
7 oe

ey

Rev.

J.

THOMAS.
;

AVING used the above saiurator for
over three years now, I would like

to record my testimony to its
immense value and ease of working. I will endeavour to point out

how I find the easiest way of using
it, and hope any of our readers who
can help me with further suggestions
will do so. I am compelled in some parts to
refer to the letters placed by the makers to the
sketch which they supply.
1. The Filling.—This is a simple matter
when you use the filler supplied by the firm.
Keep covers (see No. 5 below) on pb and a,
uncovering B only.
I find the weighing plan
which was recomniended in your columns the
best.
I weigh mine with covers, brass plug c,
filling cup all on, and whenit turns 11 lbs. 2 ozs.
I stop filling.
I may add to this that the
saturator should never be so charged that the
ether comes out at a. If it does, raise up the
end by burner quite high and allow the ether
to run out until it will cease running, so that
if inclined slightly, as the saturator may be
when lantern is in work, no ether will run back.

5. Ether left in Saturator.—In order to
preserve this I disconnect the tubes and put
covers On D B 4, or in other words cover up all
the points where the ether could evaporate.
I make these covers with pieces of tube about
2 inches long, fitting a cork tightly in one
end, fixing it by binding a piece of coarse
copper wire round the cork; fine wire I may
observe is apt to cut the tube.

6. Cleansing Saturator.—About once in three
months, or oftener if I think necessary, I do

what I consider the best mode of doing this.
Get two boxes (I use the large size tin biscuit
boxes) and let the sides of saturator when
turned upside down rest on these, tip up end
by jet by inserting a flat narrow piece of wood
Now remove
under the flat of saturator,
covers D and A, place a cup or other receptacle
under B—I use a graduated 2 oz. medicine
glass, take a piece of tubing and place on D,
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take an ordinary bicycle pump and fix the short
piece of tubing on the pump inside the tube
on D, now blow steadily and you will get the
ether out at B.
Be patient over this, for the
operation cannot be hurried, and if you blow
too hard you waste your ether. It will come
away a brown colour. Empty into a bottle all
that is clear,

the

instant

it becomes thick or

other hard wood, about 3, thick; you will see

the cutting lath works freely on a pivot, or
round-headed brass screw, to allow the glass to

slip under it, and if the stops are fixed quite
square and true, there will be no trouble with
the cover glasses not: being of equal size.
The lath is fixed a little bare of 31 inches, so
as to allow for the thickness

of the diamond,

milky looking decant the clear portion, the ‘.and the slot in the horizontal, or base stop, is
remainder can be thrown away.
I let my
to allow the diamond to just pass clear of the
saturator remain in this position for say six -glass.
I think that if anyone will take the
hours.
Then I pump again until I blow
trouble to make such a board, they will find
quite hard and no ether comes away.
I then
it very handy. :
place the saturator on its side over the rack
I do not think it is generally known outside of
of a kitchen fire, so that it may become what
the glass trade, that in cutting up ordinary
we may say dried out.
Sometimes when
sheet glass, there is a right and wrong side
blowing I put the tube on z, the cover on p,
upon: which to use the diamond.
If one looks
undo plug c, and allow what ether will to come
carefully along the edge of a half or whole plate
out there.
The ether which I have in the
negative, it will be seen (mostly) that it is
bottle I utilise by mixing with an equal proportion of fresh when filling the saturator.
¢ heed ofScrew lo sland /e* ateve
I sincerely trust that any of our readers who
lath
have had experience with this saturator, will
RAN
kindly give to others the benefit of their labours,
CUTTING
BOARD FOR
especially as to the matter.of
getting the
LANTERN
SLIDE
remains of ether out of the saturator.
COVER

SoG
An

Amateur’s

Lantern

Cutting
By

a ANY

G.

W.

Slide

SMITH.

lanternists

use the camera as
doubtless

several get a few spoilt or waste
negatives during the season, which
could be used for cover glasses for

slides,

but it is rather a bother to cut

them up perfectly square and true,
unless one be provided with the requisite
tools.

Some years ago, 1 obtained a lot of glasses
which were about one-eighth of an inch too large
each way for lantern slide covers, so I made a
cutting board, the, same as the sketch shown, so

as to cut them all to the true size, 38} by 34.

Since then I have often found this board very
handy for cutting up spoilt negatives for my
cover glasses. It will just take a whole plate,
but, of course,

will cut

Jp” Chick

Board.

well as the lantern, and

*
E38

Board

—

GLASSES

any other smaller size

just as well. I hope the suggestion will be of
use to some of my fellow lanternists, so have
made a sketch which explains itself.
The
board is a piece of ordinary yellow pine, and the
cutting lath and stops are mahogany, or any

slightly curved ; of course, in a large sheet of
glass, the curve shows very plainly, especially
at the corners, and in the trade the glazier
always lays the sheet on the cutting table
hollow side up, as the diamond cuts much
better on this side, this being the side which was
away from the fire stone or hearth, when the
sheet was spread or flattened out from its
cylindrical form after being blown. This hint
may be worth knowing if one has to cut up
much glass, as it saves the diamond and the
glass breaks much more freely. I gave a sketch
in this Journal two or three years ago of a very
simple little contrivance for holding cover glasses
when cleaning off the emulsion, to save one
cutting and scratching their fingers, which one
can easily do if not very careful; it is soon made,
and I have it still in use.

——: 0 :——
A New Folding Kodak.—An adaptation of
the. Folding Pocket Kodak has been brought
out for taking negatives 41 by 23 inches. It
sells at £2 10s.

xi.
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of Guaranteed
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The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which are filled by the Brin
Compantus (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies’ Trade Mark.
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has
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FITTED

WITH

TWO SPECIAL
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LENSES,
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[SESESE IC IETETE TE HEE

* NEW APPARATUS. %

Eas< IES

SENCDE
TE THESE IE EA)

‘“BON-ACCORD ” GENERATOR AND LAMP FOR
PHOTO-MICROGRAPHY.
This small generator emanates from the firm of
Messrs. A. & J. Smith, of Aberdeen, and the
principle of working is that of dropping small
pieces of calcium carbide into water, the container having been filled with water and the
bell tank lowered thereon. At the side of the
generator illustrated a ‘‘ shoot” will be seen.
Into this a small piece of carbide is dropped

The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, is compiled expressly for the ‘'‘ Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent Agents, of
822, High Holborn, London, W.C., to whom
for further information should be addressed.

No.
922,

all enquiries

Recent Patent APPLICATIONS.
16th January, 1900. Arthur St. Vincent Burnaby.
Improvements in or relating to apparatuses

which photograph
scenes,

and

reproduce

moving

when it at once reaches the bottom of the |
water container, gas is generated, purified, and |
cooled, and speedily raises and fills the float- |
ing gas bell, whence it is communicated

lamp.

to the

Of course only sufficient carbide must

be dropped in to fill the gasometer, and this
quantity with the burner supplied with the
lamp will give illumination for about a quarter

of an hour.
When the gas container gives
signs of being nearly empty, all that is neces- |
sary is to drop in a small piece more carbide,
the water trap preventing any escape of gas up
the ‘‘shoot.” The lamp is made of Russian
iron, with a plain glass in front, and is supplied
on an adjustable stand. The carbide supplied
by the firm for use with this generator is small,
and is coated with

generation
descend

of gas

to the

carbidol, which

until

bottom

retards

it has had
of the

1138.

1319.

and George Haydon.
Improvements in and
relating to cinematographs.

the

time to

‘‘ shoot,”

but

ordinary carbide can be employed if a little oil
be poured on top of the water in the ‘ shoot,”
for this gives a slightly impervious coating to
the carbide, which practically answers the
same purpose.

18th January, 1900. Frederick William Watson
Baker.
Improvements in and relating to
telescopes, binocular glass, and the like for
the employment of coloured glasses or
coloured films.
William Kennedy-Laurie
22nd January, 1900.
Dickson.
Improvements
in consecutive
view apparatus.
(Complete.)
22nd January, 1900.
William Kennedy-Laurie
Dickson.
Improvements in consecutive
view apparatus.
(Complete.)
23rd January, 1900. Haydon & Urry, Limited,

1643.

25th January, 1900. Philip Alexander Thomas.
Improvements
in the method of and
apparatus for photographing and displaying
animated pictures.
25th January, 1900.
Henry William Hamblin
Palmer.
Improvements in apparatus for
photographing and exhibiting cinematograph

and: mutoscope pictures.
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Gorrespondence.

Acetylene.—(1) You ask for our candid opinion of the
Cubique acetylene lamp. We devoted several hours in
order to thoroughly test its capabilities, and gave full
particulars of same in two columns of this journal for

3

October last. As we cannot reiterate it, we must refer
you to what has already appeared; our account of it was
SRORT

QUANTITY

OF

GAS

written afcer thorough tests. (2) The light is equivalent
tothe bestoillamp.
(3) The statements about dangerous

IN CYLINDERS.

To Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.
Dear $1r,—I note in answers to correspondents that
somebody igs complaining of short quantity of gas in
cylinders. I must say I suffered considerable loss two
years ago through oxygen giving out before it: time.
After writing several times to the firm who supplied me,
I was told it was my own fault, and they suggested that
I should get a gauge, which I did. Since getting it and
dealing with a different firm I have had nothing to
complain of, and although I now pay more for the gas, I
find it cheaper in the end, but it has not restored
confidence in my customers.
Yours faithfully,
C. CLARK.

122, Duke Road.

Chiswick.

——:0:——

MBX wowcen.
:

|

Beles

and

Queries.

9

Correspondents must supply their names and addresses, but,
if desired, queries can be replied to under a ‘nom de
plume.”

P. H. Grandin.—We make it a rule not to give the
addresses of any of our correspondents, but have
forwarded your name and address to Mr. Payne, and if
he likes to communicate with you all well and good.

Yenrut wants to make a mahogany bodied lantern, and
aske where he can get brass parts and filtings. Ans.—

We think that Messrs. Noakes & Norman,

of Nelson

Street, Greenwich, and Mr. C. W. Locke, 244, Tottenham
Court Road, London, make a speciality of supplying

parts retail.

Flint.—The light you are using should be a good one ;
when using the Biokam film make sure that you are
not wasting a percentage of the light, and see that the
light is so adjusted that the cone of light is brought to
a circle only large enough to cover the small picture.
For ‘home use”’ it is excellent, but for audiences such
as you speak of (running into hundreds) a film containing
pictures of a larger size is preferable.
You do not say
what size picture you wish to project, but you will
find 4 to 5 feet as much as you can expect under the
circumstances you mention.
Henry Burgess.—The following colours will probably
suit your purpose: Red (crimson lake, madder lake),
blue (Prussian, French ultramarine), yellow (gamboge,
Italian pink, yellow lake), brown (burnt sienna, burnt
umber), black (ivory black, lampblack, blue black). For
full particulars of colours we would refer you to the
issues of this journal for November and December, 1895,
which may be obtained from the publishers.

deposits being left in the tubing have, upon experiment,
been found wanting, and you can rest quite easy as to
the so-called danger of fulminates being formed in the
tubing, etc.
Leeds.—Re your questions about the Injector jet, we
are unable to answer them from personal acquaintance
with the jet, for although it is some considerable timesince the proprietors wrote saying they would forward
one for trial, they have not yet done so. (1) Wedo not
see why this jet should require any alteration of regulator
springs if both gases are used from cylinders.
(2) Oxygen
from a bag and house gas from a cylinder is probably
meant by the statement, and this of course will give
less light than the other method.
H. E. E. writes: I have a 3-wick oil lantern, 4 inch
double plano condensers and objective of 6 inch focus,
also a good student’s microscope by Baker, with 3 inch,
1 inch, $ inch, and } inch objectives. These have been
arranged to slide on a board with their optical centres
coinciding, but
Iam unable to illuminate a 2 feet disc
as anticipated.
I remove the lantern objective and
micro eyepiece and have tried substituting a triple4 inch
condenser.
I have also tried interposing plano-concave
of 2 inch diameter and 5inch negative focus without any
advantage. In Prof. Lewis Wright’s manual I read that
a single plano-convex lens of suitable focus is interposed
between the lantern condenser and slide for each objective. Will you kindly tell me the necessary foci of same
to use with my four objectives? The }inch is most
promising.
I have an Abbe illuminator; 1 lens 2 inches
in diameter, 3 inch focus;

1 lens 14inch diameter, 2 inch

focus. Ans.—You are suffering from at least two defects
in your apparatus; the first is the light, the second the
bcdy tube of the microscope. You state tkat you are
unable to illuminate a 2 feet disc. but do not mention
at what distance you are working from the screen. On
examination it will be found that the long tube of the
microscope body probably prevents the divergence of the
rays producing not only loss of light but a very small
diameter of disc. There is no reason why a 4-wick oil
lamp should not enable a fair 2 feet disc to be obtained.
In all microscopical projection for any good results to be
achieved the source of light must be as nearly a point as
possible, for this

reason,

apart from

the

small

candle-

power yielded, the oil lamp is very poor indeed, and a
good type of oxyhydrogen jet should be employed.
The
plano-convex lens for parallelising the light from the
lantern condenser requires to be shorter in focus and
smaller in diameter than yours, try 1} inch diameter
and, say, 3 inch focus. The Abbe illuminator is no good
as a condensing lens immediately behind the object, but
the field lens of the Abbe illuminator answers very well
indeed, collecting the rays from the polariser, and bringing them toa focus upon the object. The whole question
of micro projection is such a difficult and involved one
that we fear you will have considerable difficulty in
obtaining sufficiently satisfactory results for a public
exhibition with home made apparatus.
J. H, (Ezeter) asks the name of the firm of slide
makers whose mark on the corner of the slides is a large
C with a small c inside of it?
Ans.—We do not know of

such a trade mark ; perhaps some reader can supply the
information.
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A NEW
LENS
hand-cameras, etc.

for

This is a lens we have not advertised until now, but we have sold as many as we could

make.
It gives perfect definition to the corners of its plate without stopping down,
and bears strict comparison with the most expensive anastigmats.
The illustration
shows its small size, and it weighs only 23 ozs.
5 inch lens for quarter-plates - - 63/6 inch lens for 5 x 4 plates - - - 72/Other sizes are made, and fuller particulars are in the '‘ Cooke Bovklet,”’ post free,

G@oxe Jens

“TAYLOR, TAYLOR? Hopson.

Cc. W.

LOCKE,

MAKER OF HIGH-CLASS LANTERN

STOUGHTON
AND

For Homr AND ABROAD.
Everything connected with High-class Projection Work.

LOCKE’S SPECIAL LIMES, Gueranteed the Bost
LOCKE’S

with

3s.each,

Fine

Everything
haphazard.

LEICESTER.

LONDON,

W.

Ill'd.

“Sir Henry Ponsonby is commanded by the
Queen to thank Mr. Darlington for a copy of his
handbook."
e
“Nothing better could be wished for."—
British Weekly.
“Far superior to ordinary guides.”"—London
Daily Chronicle.

Maps by JOHN BARTHOIL.OMEW, F.R.G.S.

LONDON

AND
ENYIRONS.
By E. C. CooK, and E. T, CooK, M.A.
Llangollen: DARLINGTON & CO. London: SIMPKIN & CO.
PHOTOGRAPHS.
— Beautiful Photographs of Scenery,

Works: 244, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.
Motto:

Works,
Street,

The Isle of Wight.
The Channel Islands.
The Yale of Liangollen.|
The North Wales Coast.
The Wye Valley.
The Severn Valley.
Brighton, Eastbourne, Hastings, and St. Leonards.
Bournemouth and the New Forest.
Bristol, Bath, Chepstow, and Weston-super-Mare,
Aberystwith, Towyn. Barmouth, and Dolgelly.
Malvern, Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester.
Liandrindod Wells, and the Spas of Mid-Wales.
3s. 6d. net. 60 Illustrations. 24 Maps and Plans.

APPARATUS and SKILLED OPERATORS for LECTURERS.
Slides Made and Coloured; Best Work only.
Tested Personally before Dispatch and nothing
Gratuitous Advice in all Lantern Matters.

BeRNeRS

DARLINGTON’S HANDBOOKS.

APPARATUS

One Trial will Abundantly Prove.
PATENT
HIGH-POWER
JETS
Adjustment and Screw Valves.

StREET

18

Ruins,

&c., in Italy, Greece,

Turkey,

also North Wales, rs., 1s. 6d., and 2s.

Palestine,

and

Egypt;

“Complete List Post Free,

“ High Efficiency and No Misrepresentation.”

THE

“INJECTOR ” MIXED
oX

PRICEHK

SOs.

JET.

Xo

This is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder.
In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 Ibs. per square inch. In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M.

Here the mixed gases

meet

the baffle plate B, which

has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The
mixed?gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so tothe burner. The requisite pressure
of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatic regulator fitted
with a high-pressure spring to deliver at about 15 Ibs. pressure.
Five seasons’ experience has fully established the superiority of this Jet over all others. It will yield

THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so-called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply

of coal gas direct from the town's pipe, or even froma bag without any pressuveatall.
If atown’s supplyis not
available, it will work just as well with coal gas from a cylinder. We cannot -see why ordinary mixed jets

should be purchased

which

cannot

offer these alternatives.

As for blow-through

jets, ejector
or otherwise,

we do not know why they should be used at ail, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the
Injector Jet will give two or three times the light. By removing the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary
mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is desired to work with oxygen at low pressure, and coal gas from a cylinder.
The working of the Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need
to be touched again when using town’s gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the
supply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.

The Jet will in certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price.
MANCHESTER

OXYGEN

Great

Please

mention

Marlborough

this Journal

when

(Brin’s

Street,

Further particulars free on application te
Patent)

CO.,

LTD.,

Manchester.

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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RICH
SOLIO is retailed
everywhere in
packets, handy cut
sizes, at 1/-, also
supplied in quires

and rolls,

Enlarger.

IN SILVER.—
Solio P.O.P. is rich in silver

and yields splendid prints,
the colour of which may be
absolutely uniform or varied

at pleasure by using our ‘Sys:
tematic method of Toning.’

is supplied in four qualities:
white, pink, mauve, and
matte, in packets at 1/= each.
In gross boxes, cabinet and
C.D.V. sizes.
Also in quires and rolls.
SOLE
Also Makers of

Royal Bromide,
Permanent Bromide,
Extra Rapid Bromide,
Platino Bromide,
Matte Bromide,

Dekko,
and Nikko Papers.

MAKERS:

KODA

K, Limited, “=

EASTMAN

Photographic Materials Co., Ltd.,

43 Clerkenwell
60 Cheapside, £.C.;
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